
2015 IB Group 4 Project (Science!)

Stage One: Planning Phase
Dec. 10: Informational Meeting (3PM, Room 319)

Stage Two: Action Phase (Dec 11 - Feb. 18)
Team investigations (self-directed)

Stage Three: Presentation & Evaluations
Feb. 18: Group meeting (3PM, Room 319)
 !Be prepared to share your team’s work and give a
! preview of your symposium presentation and activities.

Feb. 25: Symposium (4-6PM, Library)

Team 1
Selina Cao (Bio)
Gloria Ruiz-Orozco (Chem)
Ian Roberts (Chem)
Justin Tran (Phys)

Team 2
Angela Shiau (Bio)
Jacob Pond (Bio)
Andrew Bui (Chem)
Amber Smith (Chem)
Kevin Olsen (Phys)

Team 3
Tabitha Roffelson (Bio/Chem)
Nathan Bae (Chem)
Veronique Calmels (Chem)
Arlette Diaz-Boyas (Chem)
Austin Lassetter (Chem/Phys)

Team 4
Rayman Kirby (Bio)
Kathryn Gustafson (Chem)
Lukas Dumestre (Phys)
Kasey Yoke (Chem)

Team 5
Mayur Paralkar (Chem)
Jorie Casey (Chem)
Parker Chiapuzio (Chem)
Devin Distant (Phys)

Team 6
Kylie Jess (Bio)
Manshi Patel (Bio)
Breanna Bennett (Chem)
David Howell (Chem)
JJ Caufield (Chem/Phys) 

Team 7
John Louw (Bio)
Sonora Simons (Bio)
Sierra Christianson (Chem)
Donald Thomas (Phys)
Isaac Beale (Chem)

Team 8
Justin Moss (Bio)
Nathaniel Ung (Bio/Chem)
Rachel Maddox (Chem)
Alexis Renshaw (Chem)
Jaime Gensler (Phys)

Team 9
Olivia Paulson (Bio)
Brendan Howson (Bio)
Sarah Schaffer (Chem)
Marie Piatski (Chem)
Paul Wadsworth (Phys)

Team 10
Kylen Tromblay (Bio)
Cam Van Sant (Chem/Phys)
Mihir Paralkar (Chem)
Preston Turner (Phys)

 (over)

Group 4 Symposium



THS IB Group 4 Project 2015
The group 4 project is a collaborative activity  whereby all the 
IB science students in the school from the different group 4 
subjects (Chemistry, Physics, and Biology) work together on 
a specific scientific topic.  You are required to spend at least 
ten hours in total on the group 4 project.  

Planning Stage
In the planning stage, which should last for about two hours, 
you should decide on a an overall topic with your fellow 
students and then, in smaller groups, decide how you will 
investigate a particular aspect of the chosen topic.  

Action Stage
During the action stage, which lasts for about six hours, you should investigate your topic.  The 
investigation may be practically or theoretically  based and may be just in Chemistry, Physics, or Biology, 
or any combination thereof. You should plan on collaborating with other students and working tightly 
together as a team.  

Evaluation Stage
Finally  there is the evaluation stage.  This should last for about two hours and involves sharing your 
results, including your successes and failures, with all the other students. Unlike the remainder of your 
internally assessed work, the emphasis for the group 4 project is on the collaborative experience of 
working with other students.  It is the process not the product  that is important.  To gain high marks for 
the personal skills criterion, you need to be able to listen to the ideas of others as well as put forward 
your own views, and you will need to show considerable self-motivation and perseverance throughout 
the process. 


